
Amazing Incompetent now Ruling on in the Political Decadent World.
<Cobid19 Terror Ruling in Evidently Coming Climate Hell World>.2020/9/15,20

The Bible, Corinthians 2:3-4
I came to you in weakness with great fear and trembling. My message and my preaching
were not with wise and persuasive words, but with a demonstration of the Spirit’s power,
The Bible,Acts 4:32
All the believers were one in heart and mind. No one claimed that any of their possessions
was their own, but they shared everything they had.

[１]:Desperate?? Topics at now in the world.
Biden, Trump jockey over climate as wildfires overtake campaigns.Biden calls Trump a 'climate
arsonist' as president awards medals to hero servicemen who rescued residents from death.

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/09/biden-trump-jockey-climate-wildfires-overtake-ca
mpaigns-200914200817473.html
San Francisco plunged into fiery red skies over California fires.Smoke from the fires sweeping
through the northern part of the state made the skyline of the Californian city glow red on 9/9000.

https://www.lemonde.fr/planete/video/2020/09/10/video-san-francisco-plonge-dans-un-ciel-r
ouge-feu-a-cause-des-incendies-de-californie_6051670_3244.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/09/06/weather/california-record-temperature/index.html
Los Angeles, USA records the highest 49.4 degrees in observation history.....Now visible evidences of

climate having become more wild are seen at almost anywhere in the world.It is certain that the world has

been heading toward famine one by foods products collapse by climate.

Coronavirus infection tracker-World Map-
https://vdata.nikkei.com/en/newsgraphics/coronavirus-world-map/
Do try this at home: how one Italian town fought coronavirus.The evidence is clear:
Mass testing for the virus is the key to its eradication – and to saving lives.
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/home-italian-town-fought-coronavirus-20032611
0756424.html?xif=;utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2020/08/17/how-china-controlled-the-coronavirus
In the world,unprecedented and outrageous absurd social and economy confusing is ruling
only due to not knowing who is infected and who is not.Thereby it is all people testing.
China and ...could substantially have the success by “All People Testing”.In other confusing
world,it is evident that the ruler has been playing pseudo incompetent in eradicating the
virus.Why ?.It is climate that would cause nations who could not save all nation people life
by any more.Now the world has heading toward era of Operation EndGame* the ugly final
survival one.How to turn it ?!!.Then our life would be destined by USA,and China.
http://777true.net/We-could-Win-Virus-by-Testing-All-Nation-People-in-a-short-Time-&-Expense.pdf

*Hereditary elite’s(Rockefeller and UK imperial)global depopulation plan.Thus
mankind destiny is ruled by extremely few elites with massive obedient subordinates.
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[２]:The Emergent Tasks at now in the Imminent world.
Still there would be final chance by establishing One Mind World by the truth.
❶Rapid Eradicating the Virus not to waste time for preparing the Climate War.
❷Rapid Preparing the Climate War by Emergent Declaring Global Climate War.
①Rapid Cooling hot oceans(global wild climate)and Arctic(Methane Catastrophe).

Cloud Making Machine production and Installing.
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf

Large Scale CO2 Absorbing Machine.
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

Nares Strait Shutting Down Engineering<Arctic Methane Catastrophe>.
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
②Global New Energy Transition.
③Global Foods Product Expansion.
This is not prepare and run,but at 1st run with preparing.
In the past,any nations facing war breaking did so.
Author don’t know well that the project starting at now could save the world,but it is certain
for everyone,that nothing doing is toward extinction within desperate decades.
Author always has been betting global ability who could overcome any difficulties by their
stronger wisdom.Then their strongest enemy is DESPERATE !!

APPENDIX-1:
http://www.777true.net/How-to-sale-the-Climate-Policy-hated-by-All.pdf

⑴http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
⑵http://777true.net/Weapons-for-Climate-War-are-Possible-in-Technology_but-not-in-Politics.pdf

⑶http://777true.net/Emergency-Production-for-Climate-Wartime-Weapons.pdf
⑷http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

⑸http://777true.net/People-can-Call-for-Climate-Scientists-Fact-Diagnosis-toward-Actual-Salvation.pdf

⑹http://777true.net/Coming-Climate-Hell-Caused-by-Defeat-in-Class-Struggle.pdf
⑺http://777true.net/How-to-Accomplish-Global-Climate-Action-toward-Effective-Fixing.pdf

APPENDIX-2:Revolution or Extinction !!
Originally,Christian religion was political revolution,but turned to moral teach by the defeat.
........Goethe.
US and China presidents are invisible subordinates of Satan the elites.Now both are
accelerating police state-nization toward suppressing people in coming climate hell world.
Their superficial strong discord is mere a fake.Now it is certain that world needs emergent
making people’s one heart and mind toward global revolution. This is nothing,but the final
judgment toward evading dooms days.Becoming Christ is dedicating in revolution,recently
author has been thinking so,how about you ?!.
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